Messrs. Specialist of Security and Safety in Syria and around the
world, Esq.
Good Greetings..
After the series of success achieved by Meshhadani International Group for Fairs and
Conferences since its inception in 2006 through a number of fairs and events it
organized and managed, and after his success through organized the 1th SAS EXPO,
and starting from the urgent need for technological development in security solutions
and safety in terms of features, characteristics and updates in an industry that is
constantly evolving, and due to the growing turnout and demand on the advanced
solutions using the innovative technology, as the need is currently to be present at
the right time with the right solution.
Besides, with the growing importance of safety and security for all of us today, and
out of faith from Meshhadani Group for Expositions of the necessity of providing
Electronic security systems, video surveillance and cybersecurity and access control
systems, industrial security, fire safety and property protection, surrounding protection
and physical security of all kinds and other fields…
Today, Meshhadani International Group announces the launch of the second
International Exposition of Security and Safety (SAS Expo 2) on Damascus
Fairgrounds during the period 7-10/12/2022
This Exposition combines both physical security solution such as intruder alarm,
video surveillance, electronic locks, surrounding protection, door alarms, access
control protocols and identification systems as well as cybersecurity and the latest
safety equipment and technologies for protection stakeholders and assets, fire
protection, individuals’ security and addressing the growing concerns of fraud risk
and preparation for future challenges, as at the time when the emergence of the
Internet of Things led to an increase in the demand on smarter systems.
The exposition will be accompanied with number of lectures and specialized
workshops and presentations of risk protection and dealing with accidents in a place
where major stakeholders in the industry of security and safety convene on the ground
of Damascus city through SAS Expo to drive futher double-digit growth.
Accordingly, we are honored to invite you sponsor this event or participate in it
by reserving pavilion to display your products and services in this regard… and
to be at the heart of the event and competition.
Very best regards,

Participation invitation will be addresses to the following specialist:
- Surveillance systems, Cameras and - Robots.
video management and analytics.
- Safe payment gateways.
- Intrusion detection equipment and
- Physical Security.
breakthrough and burglary.
- Biosecurity
- Weapon and explosives detection
- Food security.
devices.
- Cyber security.
- Access control systems, gates, and
- Networks security, cloud computing
turnstiles.
and data analytics.
- Smart home and home and building
- Anti-virus and hacking.
automation.
- Protecting the infrastructure of
- Safety design in buildings.
facilities and houses.
- Safe windows, doors, locks and their
- Control rooms and remote control
opening Systems.
systems.
- Barbed wires.
- Security consultations.
- Safes and counterfeit detectors.
- Latest firefighting technology and
- Anti-theft solutions.
warnings, and their best international
- Rescue equipment.
standards and practices.
- Safety and health equipment at work.
- Flame retardant protective clothing.
- Artificial intelligence and facility
Rehabilitation and training centers for
automation.
self-defense and defense of others.
- Security and guard services and
- All kinds of insurance.
accessories.
- In addition to programs of
- Personal protective equipment.
management, system integration and
- Armored Vehicles.
design.
- Car tracking devices.
Importance of SAS Expo 2:
- SAS Expo is considered the most important presentation platform for global brands
to display their inventory of safe and security systems and innovative solutions.
- Participants can use such platform to communicate with potential partners to find
information about innovative technologies and service providers, and seek to
exchange ideas with experts in the profession.
- This exposition meets the needs of governments and the private sector sector who
are excessively focusing on security products and solutions.
- Considering that the security risks have become more complex, the solutions
designed to combat them must also be more advanced.
- The need to maintain the safety and security of the vital infrastructure, assets and
individuals and to be present at the right time with the right solution.

- SAS Expo 2 will be an important distinctive mark as the first global exposition for
security, safety and firefighting in the region.
- SAS Expo provides exhibitors and visitors with wide range of technology options
and solutions.
- SAS Expo will be a platform for meetings, lectures and workshops dealing with
various security and safety solutions.

